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Abstract

Background: Low back pain is a major contributor to disability worldwide and gener-

ates a tremendous socioeconomic impact. The degenerative intervertebral disc (IVD)

has been hypothesized to contribute to discogenic pain by sensitizing nociceptive

neurons innervating the disc to stimuli that is nonpainful in healthy patients. Previ-

ously, we demonstrated the ability of degenerative IVDs to sensitize neurons to

mechanical stimuli; however, elucidation of degenerative IVDs discogenic pain mech-

anisms is required to develop therapeutic strategies that directly target these

mechanisms.

Aims: In this study, we utilized CRISPR epigenome editing of nociceptive neurons to

identify mechanisms of degenerative IVD-induced changes to mechanical nocicep-

tion and demonstrated the ability of multiplex CRISPR epigenome editing of nocicep-

tive neurons to modulate inflammation-induced mechanical nociception.

Methods and Results: Utilizing an in vitro model, we demonstrated degenerative

IVD-produced IL-6-induced increases in nociceptive neuron activity in response to

mechanical stimuli, mediated by TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2 ion channel activity. Once

these ion channels were identified as mediators of degenerative IVD-induced

mechanical nociception, we developed singleplex and multiplex CRISPR epigenome

editing vectors that modulate endogenous expression of TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2

via targeted gene promoter histone methylation. When delivered to nociceptive neu-

rons, the multiplex CRISPR epigenome editing vectors abolished degenerative IVD-

induced mechanical nociception while preserving nonpathologic neuron activity.

Conclusion: This work demonstrates the potential of multiplex CRISPR epigenome

editing as a highly targeted gene-based neuromodulation strategy for the treatment

of discogenic pain, specifically; and, for the treatment of inflammatory chronic pain

conditions, more broadly.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Low back pain is amongst the most prevalent global maladies, ranking

as the leading cause of disability worldwide,1 third in disease burden

according to disease-adjusted life years,2 and generating an enormous

socioeconomic cost estimated at $100 billion annually in the

United States alone.3 While the prevalence of low back pain and its

significant impact on society have been established, the underlying

mechanisms of back pain remain nebulous and treatment strategies

are limited.

Disc degeneration, commonly associated with low back pain,4–8 is

characterized by pathological changes in the intervertebral disc (IVD)

including decreased disc height,9 extracellular matrix deterioration,10,11

elevated inflammatory cytokines levels,12–18 and altered disc

innervation.19–22 While these changes to the IVD have been linked with

discogenic pain,23–25 the interactions between nociceptive neurons and

degenerative IVD tissue, as well as the mechanisms by which these

interactions contribute to discogenic pain, have yet to be elucidated.

Healthy IVDs are innervated in the peripheral lamella of the annu-

lus fibrosus (AF) by neurons whose soma resides in the dorsal root

ganglia (DRG).26–28 Most of these neurons are nociceptors that

express the neuropeptide calcitonin gene-related peptide

(CGRP),29–33 as well as multiple mechano-sensitive ion channels, such

as Piezo134 and Piezo2,35 indicating the disc may be sensitive to

mechanical stimuli. Degenerative IVDs exhibit multiple changes in

innervation including an increased nociceptive neuron denisty36 and

neo-innervation of typically aneural regions of the disc with

CGRP32,37 expressing nociceptive neurons.19,20,26,32,37,38 In addition,

neurons innervating the degenerative IVD are exposed to pathologi-

cally high levels of interleukin 6(IL-6), tumor necrosis factor-alpha

(TNF-α), and interleukin 1 beta (IL-1β),13,14,39–41 as well as other

inflammatory cytokines. TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6/IL-6st have been dem-

onstrated to sensitize peripheral nerves and to induce mechanical

allodynia42–46 in peripheral neuropathy. Moreover, degenerative IVD

tissue has been demonstrated to directly sensitize neurons to

mechanical stimuli, by altering the activation thresholds of mechani-

cally sensitive ion channels.47 Together, these results demonstrate the

degenerative IVD contains multiple factors that may initiate disco-

genic pain by sensitizing nociceptive neurons mechanical stimuli that

are nonpainful in healthy patients.

CRISPR-based epigenome editing facilitates stable, long-term,

highly site-specific48 histone modifications to modulate gene expres-

sion. Briefly, CRISPR-Cas9-based epigenome editing vectors are com-

prised of three key components: a nuclease-deficient Cas9 (dCas9), a

synthetic guide RNA (sgRNA) to target specific DNA sequences,49–51

and the effector molecule Kruppel-associated box (KRAB). The fusion

of KRAB to dCas9 produces localized, highly targeted H3K9 histone

methylation,52–55 which can be used to suppress endogenous gene

expression. Previously, we have demonstrated the ability of CRISPR

epigenome editing of nociceptive neurons to modulate degenerative

IVD-induced sensitization of neurons to thermal stimuli.56,57 In this

study, we propose direct regulation of mechanical nociception, via

multiplex CIRPSR epigenome editing of ion channel expression, as a

neuromodulation strategy for the treatment of discogenic back pain.

Utilizing this therapeutic strategy, back pain symptoms may be treated

by epigenome modifications of specific pain-related genes

(i.e., mechano-sensitive ion channels) expressed in the nociceptive

neurons that innervate the degenerative.

We hypothesize that pathologically high inflammatory cytokines

levels present in the degenerative IVD contribute to discogenic pain

by lowering the activation thresholds of nociceptive neurons in the

degenerative IVD, resulting in neuron sensitivity to stimuli that are

not painful in healthy patients. To test this hypothesis, we developed

an in vitro model to investigate the interactions between human

degenerative IVDs, nociceptive neurons, and cyclic mechanical loading

of the IVD. Utilizing this model, we explored the ability of the degen-

erative IVDs to alter mechanical nociception, elucidated the specific

ion channels involved in these interactions, and CRISPR-based neuro-

modulation to regulate these mechanisms.

This work elucidates transient receptor potential ankyrin sub-

type 1 (TRPA1) protein, acid-sensing ion channel 3 (ASIC3), and

Piezo2 as mediators of degenerative IVD-induced mechanical

nociception and suggests multiplex epigenome regulation of these

ion channels as a pain modulation strategy for the treatment of

discogenic pain.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Experimental overview

In this study, we conducted a set of experiments to elucidate the

cytokine receptors and ion channels that mediate degenerative

IVD-induced enhanced mechanical nociception and to demonstrate

the ability of singleplex and multiplex CRISPR epigenome editing of

nociceptive neuron cytokine receptor and ion channel profiles to

modulate mechanical nociception, in an in vitro model of discogenic

back pain.

First, we investigated the potential of singleplex CRISPR epigen-

ome editing of nociceptive neurons to mitigate degenerative IVD aug-

mentation of mechanical nociception. Lentiviral CRISPR epigenome

editing constructs that co-express endonuclease deficient Cas 9

(dCas9)-Krüppel-associated box domain (KRAB)-T2A-Green Fluores-

cent Protein (GFP) and guide RNAs (sgRNAs) targeting the IL-6st,

ASIC3, TRPA1, Piezo1, or Piezo2 gene promoter region were

designed, constructed, and tested for their ability to downregulate tar-

get gene expression. Validated CRISPR IL-6st, ASIC3, TRPA1, Piezo1,

and Piezo2 epigenome editing lentiviral vectors were selected and

delivered, individually, to DRG neurons, prior to neuron exposure to

degenerative IVD-conditioned media. Subsequently, the ability of epi-

genome editing of nociceptive neurons to modulate degenerative

IVD-induced mechanical nociception was tested, utilizing our in vitro

model of discogenic back pain.47

Once the ion channels ASIC3, TRPA1, and Piezo2 were impli-

cated in degenerative IVD-induced enhanced mechanical nocicep-

tion, experiments in the multiplex epigenome-edited neuron
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pathological AF tissue exposure section were conducted to inves-

tigate the potential combined/redundant roles of AISC3, TRPA1,

and Piezo2 ion channel activity in degenerative IVD-induced

mechanical nociception and to demonstrate the ability of multi-

plex CRISPR epigenome editing to modulate degenerative IVD-

induced mechanical nociception.

2.2 | Degenerative IVD-conditioned media

All procedures were performed with the approval of the Institutional

Review Board of the University of Utah (discarded surgical waste tis-

sue was collected, as permissible under exemption 4). Degenerative

IVD tissue was harvested from the lumbar IVDs of five patients

(n = 5; two male patients age: 61 and 51; three female patients age:

38, 60, 76) undergoing surgical treatment for axial back pain, degener-

ative disc disease, and lumbar spondylosis. These surgical patients had

demonstrated disc disease on magnetic resonance imaging, reported

axial back pain, and disc degeneration was classified using the

Pfirrmann method.58 Degenerative IVD-conditioned media was

produced, via a previously reported method.47,56,59

Briefly, surgical IVD tissue (containing both nucleus pulposus

[NP] and AF tissue) was transferred into a glass petri dish, washed

twice in washing medium (DMEM-HG [Life Technologies] supplemen-

ted with 1% [v/v] gentamycin (Gibco), 1% [v/v] kanamycin (Sigma)

and 1% [v/v] fungizone (Gibco)) and cut into small pieces (�3 mm2).

Next, IVD tissue was weighed, and cultured in DMEM-HG supple-

mented with 50 μg/mL ascorbic acid (Life Technologies), 5 μg/mL

gentamicin, and 0.125 μg/mL fungizone at a media-to-tissue ratio of

3.5 mL/g for 48 h (37�C and 5% CO2).
18,47 Following culture, degen-

erative IVD conditioned media from each individual patient were col-

lected and stored separately, by patient at �80�C, until time of

experiments (up to 3 months).

2.3 | Bovine caudal AF tissue culture

Bovine tails were ethically obtained from a local merchant. AF tissue

was extracted from bovine caudal IVDs. Cutting between adjacent

lamellae, the outermost lamellae of AF tissue was separated from tis-

sue determined to be NP and transition zone tissue, via gross anatom-

ical observation. AF tissue was washed twice with washing medium,

wrapped in sterile PBS-soaked sterile gauze, placed in 50 cc microcen-

trifuge tubes, and frozen at �20�C, until the time of experiments.

At time of experiments, AF tissue was transferred into a glass

petri dish, washed twice in washing medium,47,56 cut to size (30 mm

� 15 mm � 5 mm) in circumferentially oriented samples, and cultured

in washing media for 48 h (37�C and 5% CO2). Subsequently, media

were removed, samples were coated with laminin, and incubated for

3 h (37�C and 5% CO2). Following incubation, media were replaced

with washing media supplemented with 10% FBS (volume FBS/total

media volume) and cultured for 48 h (37�C and 5% CO2) prior to DRG

neuron seeding.

2.4 | DRG neuron cell culture

All procedures were performed with the approval of the University

of Utah Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC, proto-

col #21-11 006). Adult (200–250 g) male Sprague–Dawley rat DRG

were harvested, cleaned, dissociated, and DRG neurons were iso-

lated, utilizing a previously reported method.47,56,59 In brief, rat

DRGs were explanted and cleaned of connective tissue, and anterior

and posterior roots. Ganglia were dissociated in 2 mL of L-15

medium supplemented with 500 μL of collagenase IV (1.33%[v/v],

Worthington Biochemical) for 30 min at 37�C. The cell suspension

was centrifuged at 1000 RPM for 5 min after which the supernatant

was aspirated and the cells were incubated in 4 mL of DMEM/F-12

supplemented with 1 mL of 1% trypsin (Worthington Biochemical)

plus 50 μL of 1%(v/v) DNase I (Worthington Biochemical) for 20 min

at 37�C. Following incubation, 1 mL of soybean trypsin inhibitor

(Worthington Biochemical) was added to the cell suspension and the

cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 RPM for 5 min. Next, the

supernatant was aspirated, and cells were resuspended in 1 mL of

DMEM/ F-12 plus 50 μL of 1%(v/v) DNase and triturated through a

fire-polished Pasteur pipette.

Following rat DRG neuron isolation, DRG neurons were seeded

onto healthy bovine AF tissue at a density of 25 000 cells/cm2, and

cultured in Sato� media [DMEM/F12 supplemented with 2.2% [v/v]

SATO-mix, 1% [v/v] transferrin (Sigma), 2% [v/v] insulin (Sigma), 1%

(v/v) Glutamax (Invitrogen)], 0.5% (v/v) gentamicin, and 2.5 S NGF

(10 ng/mL, Worthington Biochemical)47,56,59 for 3–4 days, until

experiments.

2.5 | Mechanical testing frame

All calcium transient imaging experiments were conducted using a

custom-built mechanical testing frame47 mounted onto the stage

of a multiphoton microscope (Bruker/Prairie view; see Scheme 1).

Briefly, DRG neuron-seeded AF tissue constructs (30 mm long;

15 mm wide; and 5 mm thick) we loaded into the mechanical

testing frame, oriented with lamellae aligned parallel to the axis

of strain application, and the samples were secured by clamping

the ends of the AF tissue construct. AF tissue gauge length was

standardized to a 20 mm clamp-to-clamp distance. The saline

bath was filled with room-temperature PBS until AF tissue sam-

ples were submerged.

Application of cyclic tensile strain was controlled using a custom

LabView (National Instruments) VI. For the duration of baseline cal-

cium imaging, samples were maintained at 0% tissue. Following base-

line imaging, samples were exposed to a single cycle (1 Hz; sinusoidal

waveform) of tensile strain at 1%, 2%, 4%, and 6% tissue strain. Cycles

of strain exposure were separated by 5 min periods during which sam-

ples were held at constant baseline (0%) strain.

Strain levels were selected to span the range of tissue strain

levels neurons innervating the AF of the degenerative IVD would be

subjected to during normal loading of the IVD.60
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2.6 | Imaging of strain-induced calcium transients
in DRG neurons seeded upon AF tissue

In these experiments, DRG neuron activity was measured, via calcium

imaging, during neuron exposure to cyclic tensile strain (0%–6% AF

tensile strain, 1 Hz).47 Strain levels were selected to span to a range of

tissue strain levels neurons innervating the AF of the degenerative

IVD would be subjected to during normal loading of the IVD62.

Imaging of strain-induced calcium transients was conducted using a

previously reported method.47

Briefly, 1 h prior to imaging, rat DRG neuron seeded upon AF tis-

sue constructs were loaded with the calcium indicator dye (Rhod-2

AM, 4 μM, Molecular Probes) and incubated in the dark at 37�C, until

the time of experiments. At the time of experiments, AF tissue con-

structs seeded with DRG neurons were loaded into a custom built,

multiphoton microscope stage-mounted mechanical testing frame,

and incubated at room temperature (20–25�C) for 15 min in order to

establish a baseline calcium signal.

Following baseline calcium image acquisition, AF tissue sam-

ples were subjected to cyclic tensile strain (1 Hz; 0%, 1%, 2%,

4%, and 6%) during imaging of nociceptive neuron calcium

transients. Samples were returned to baseline strain levels (0%)

for 5 min between subsequent applications of cyclic strain.

Fluorescent measurement of calcium was performed using a

multiphoton microscope (Prairie View [Bruker], Ex. 1105 nm,

Em. 585 nm, 1.0 Hz).

Image analysis was conducted using Fiji software.61 For each

imaging condition, 40 DRG neurons were analyzed. ROIs were drawn

around DRG neurons cell bodies and neural processes, and the aver-

age fluorescent intensity was calculated. The background signal was

subtracted from each cell and the mean baseline (F0(t)) was calculated

at the baseline strain:

ΔF
F

¼ F tð Þ�F0 tð Þð Þ
F0 tð Þ ð1Þ

ΔF/F (Equation 1) was calculated for each cell across the entire exper-

iment. The baseline mean and standard deviation of ΔF/F were calcu-

lated for all cells at the baseline strain level. Neurons were considered

to exhibit calcium transients in response to mechanical stimuli if the

ΔF/F for the cell was 10 standard deviations greater than the mean

baseline value47,62 in response to mechanical stimulation.

2.7 | Curve fitting of neuron calcium transients

Data from the singleplex epigenome-edited neuron and multiplex

epigenome-edited neuron degenerative IVD conditioned media

exposure experiments were fitted to the sigmoidal Boltzmann equa-

tion (Equation 2) with the percentage of neurons exhibiting mechani-

cal strain-induced calcium transients plotted as a function of strain:

y¼ min þ max�minð Þ
1þ exp S50�x

slope

� � ð2Þ

Each trial was individually fit to produce values for S50 and Smax. S50 was

defined as the strain at which 50% of the maximum response occurs.

The Smax was defined as the maximum percentage of neurons exhibiting

strain-induced calcium transients as predicted by the curve fitting.

2.8 | Singleplex epigenome-edited neuron
degenerative IVD conditioned media exposure

DRG neurons seeded on AF tissue were cotransduced with lentiviral

constructs targeting the IL-6st, ASIC3, TRAP1, Piezo1, or Piezo2 gene

SCHEME 1 (A) Mechanical testing frame mounted onto multiphoton microscope. (B) Close-up image of DRG neuron seeded AF tissues
constructs loaded into the mechanical testing frame.
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promoter region, or a nontarget sgRNA with no match to the rat

genome, and a lentiviral CGRP-α fluorescent reporter(utilized to iden-

tify CGRP positive neurons).47 Following transduction, neurons were

cultured in Sato� medium for 6 days, following removal of transduc-

tion media. Subsequently, Sato� media were removed and replaced

with 2 mL of fresh Sato� media in combination with either 2 mL of

degenerative IVD-conditioned media or 2 mL of control (DMEM)

media, and incubated for 24 h under standard cell culture conditions

(37�C and 5% CO2). Fluorescent measurements of calcium transients

were conducted as described in Section 2.6. Images of CGRP-positive

neurons were acquired (excitation 810 nm, emission 457 nm) and

imaging was conducted as previously reported.47

2.9 | Multiplex epigenome-edited neuron
pathological AF tissue exposure

To allow for multiplex targeting of multiple ion channels simulta-

neously, we created an epigenome editing vector that co-expresses

dCas9-KRAB-T2A-GFP and ASIC3, TRPA1, and Piezo2 sgRNAs, utiliz-

ing a previously reported method63 (Supporting Information

Methods). Efficacy of multiplex regulation of gene expression in DRG

neurons transduced with multiplex epigenome editing vectors was

confirmed via qPCR, as described in the qPCR Experiments

section (Supporting Information Methods).

DRG neurons seeded upon AF tissue were co-transduced with a

lentiviral multiplex CRISPR epigenome editing vector targeting the

ASIC3, TRPA1, and Piezo2 gene promoter regions and a lentiviral

CGRP-α fluorescent reporter, and cultured as described in

Section 2.8.

Following incubation, transduced DRG neurons seeded upon AF

tissue were loaded with the calcium indicator dye Rhod-2 AM (4 μM;

molecular probes) and incubated in the dark at 37�C for 1 h. Fluores-

cent measurements of calcium were performed as described in

Section 2.6.

Images of CGRP-positive neurons were acquired (excitation

810 nm, emission 457 nm) and imaging conducted as described

above.

2.10 | Statistical analysis

Singleplex epigenome-edited neuron degenerative IVD conditioned

media exposure and Multiplex epigenome-edited neuron pathological

AF tissue exposure experiment data were analyzed by two-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) on repeated measures with Tukey's

post hoc test, treating media condition and strain as factors. S50

and Smax data from all experiments were analyzed by one-way

ANOVA with Tukey's post hoc test, treating media condition as

the factor. qPCR experiments were analyzed by one-way ANOVA

with Tukey's post hoc test, treating transduction vector as the

factor. For all experiments, individual the patient conditioned

media exposures were treated as replicates Significance was

tested at α = 0.05 for all statistical analyses. All values are

reported as mean ± standard deviation.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Singleplex epigenome editing of IL-6st
promoter in DRG neurons abolished degenerative
IVD-induced elevated mechanical nociception

DRG neurons seeded onto AF tissue constructs (15 000 cells/cm2)

transduced with CRISPR epigenome editing vectors targeting IL-6st

(Figure S1A) demonstrated robustly downregulated gene expression

of IL-6st at the RNA level. Guide four demonstrated maximum down-

regulation of IL-6st expression (97.7 ± 2.4%; Figure S1B) and was

selected for subsequent functional experiments.

The percentage of neurons exhibiting strain-induced Ca2+

transients in CGRP positive (CGRP+) neurons exposed to degen-

erative IVD-conditioned media group was significantly elevated

(p < 0.05) when compared to the percentage of neurons exhibit-

ing strain-induced Ca2+ transients in the control media group

(Figure 1A); however, the percentage of IL-6st epigenome-edited

CGRP+ neurons exhibiting strain-induced Ca2+ transients when

exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media was returned to

baseline levels (Figure 1A). In addition, the maximum calcium

transients (ΔF/F) of CGRP+ neurons exposed to degenerative

IVD-conditioned media were significantly elevated over baseline

levels (Figure 1B); although, the maximum calcium transients

of IL-6st epigenome-edited CGRP+ neurons exposed to

degenerative IVD-conditioned media returned to baseline levels

(Figure 1B). Furthermore, nontarget epigenome editing of CGRP+

neurons had no effect on neuronal responses of CGRP+ neurons

subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of either degenerative

IVD conditioned media or control media (Figure S2A,B).

From the curve fitting, the S50 of CGRP+ neurons in the degen-

erative IVD-conditioned media group (1.11 ± 0.02) was significantly

reduced when compared to the S50 of CGRP+ neurons in the control

group (3.99 ± 0.9; Figure 1C); however, IL-6st epigenome editing of

CGRP+ neurons in the degenerative IVD-conditioned media group

returned the S50 (3.62 ± 0.49) to baseline (3.99 ± 0.9; Figure 1C).

Similarly, the Smax of CGRP+ neurons in the degenerative IVD-

conditioned media group (47.0 ± 2.1%) was significantly elevated

(p < 0.05) over the Smax of CGRP+ neurons in the control group

(7.6 ± 3.2%; Figure 1C); nonetheless, the IL-6st epigenome-edited

CGRP+ neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media

displayed Smax values (9.62 ± 3.0%) not significantly different from

the Smax values of neurons in the control media group (7.6 ± 3.2%).

Moreover, IL-6st epigenome editing of CGRP+ neurons returned

the S50 (4.2 ± 0.6; Figure 1C) and Smax (7.8 ± 2.4%; Figure 1D) values

of neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media to base-

line control levels (Figure 1C,D). Nontarget epigenome editing of

CGRP+ neurons had no effect on S50 (Figure S2C) and Smax values

(Figure S2D).
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3.2 | Singleplex epigenome editing of ASIC3,
TRPA1, and Piezo2 in CGRP+ nociceptive neurons
reduced degenerative IVD-enhanced mechanical
nociception but did not eliminate it

CRISPR epigenome editing of ASIC3, TRPA1, Piezo1, and Piezo2 gene

promoters in DRG neurons resulted in robust downregulation of tar-

get gene expression at the RNA level. Maximum downregulation of

ASIC3 (95 ± 2%; Figure S1C), TRPA1 (99 ± 1%; Figure S1D),

Piezo1 (79 ± 9%; Figure S1E), and Piezo2 (81 ± 9%; Figure S1F) gene

expression were significantly reduced when compared to gene

expression in nontarget epigenome-edited neurons. In addition,

immunostaining of epigenome-edited DRG neurons exhibited

significantly downregulated protein expression (Figure S3) of target

gene, for all genes tested.

ASIC3 edited CGRP+ neurons exposed to degenerative

IVD-conditioned media exhibited significantly reduced percentages of

neurons generating calcium transients, when compared to nonedited

CGRP+ neurons exposed to conditioned media (Figure 2A); however,

neuron activity remained significantly elevated (p < 0.05) over the

neuron activity of both ASIC3 edited and nonedited CGRP+ neurons

subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of control media (Figure 2A).

Epigenome editing of ASIC3 had no effect on maximum calcium tran-

sients (Figure 2B).

From the curve fitting, the S50 values (1.37 ± 0.52) of ASIC3-edited

CGRP+ neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media

F IGURE 1 Epigenome editing of IL-6st expression in CGRP-positive nociceptive neurons abolishes degenerative IVD-induced mechanical
nociception. (A) The percentage of CGRP+ neurons exhibiting calcium transients as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann equation for
the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media, IL6st edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and IL6st
edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5 patients). (B) The maximum calcium transient (ΔF/F) of CGRP+
neurons as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann curve for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-
conditioned media, IL6st edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and IL6st edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups
(n = 5 patients). The S50 (C) and Smax (D) generated from the dose–response curve fitting for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron
degenerative IVD-conditioned media, IL6st edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and IL6st edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned
media groups. (A–D) *p < 0.05 when compared to the CGRP+ neuron control media group. Error bars are SD.
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were similar (p > 0.05) to those of nonedited CGRP+ neurons

exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media and significantly

decreased compared to those of CGRP+ neurons exposed to

control media (3.99 ± 0.9; Figure 2C). Additionally, the Smax

(25.3 ± 4.9%) of ASIC3-edited CGRP+ neurons exposed to degenera-

tive IVD-conditioned media was significantly lower than the Smax of

nonedited CGRP+ neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned

media (47.0 ± 2.1%; Figure 2D); however, it remained significantly

elevated over baseline (7.6 ± 3.2%; Figure 2D).

TRPA1 epigenome-edited CGRP+ neurons exposed to cyclic

strain in the presence of degenerative IVD-conditioned media exhib-

ited significantly reduced (p < 0.05) percentages of neurons exhibiting

Ca2+ transients when compared to nonedited CGRP+ neurons

exposed to cyclic strain in the presence of degenerative IVD-

conditioned media (Figure 3A); none the less, the percentage of

TRPA1 edited neurons exhibiting Ca2+ transients remained signifi-

cantly elevated over baseline (Figure 3A). In contrast, TRPA1 epigen-

ome editing had no effect on the maximum calcium transients

(Figure 3B).

TPRA1 epigenome editing had no effect on the S50 values of neu-

rons subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of either control (3.63

± 0.81) or degenerative IVD-conditioned media (1.23 ± 0.36;

Figure 3C). Contrastingly, TRPA1-edited neurons exposed to degener-

ative IVD-conditioned media displayed significantly reduced Smax

F IGURE 2 Epigenome editing of ASIC3 expression in CGRP+ DRG neurons reduced degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception.
The percentage of CGRP+ neurons exhibiting calcium transients as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann equation for the CGRP+
neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media, ASIC3 edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and ASIC3 edited
CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5 patients). (B) The maximum calcium transient (ΔF/F) of CGRP+ neurons
as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann curve for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned
media, ASIC3 edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and ASIC3 edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5
patients). The S50 (C) and Smax (D) were generated from the dose–response curve fitting for the control media, degenerative IVD-
conditioned media, ASIC3 edited control media, and ASIC3 edited degenerative IVD conditioned-media groups. (A–D) *p < 0.05 when
compared to the CGRP+ neuron control media group, #p = 0.05 when compared to the ASIC3 edited CGRP+ neuron control media group.
Error bars are SD.
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(28.8 ± 7.5%) values when compared to the Smax of nonedited neu-

rons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media (47 ± 2.1%;

Figure 3D); however, the Smax of TRPA1-edited neurons remained sig-

nificantly elevated over baseline Smax values (11.8 ± 2.5%; Figure 3D).

Piezo1 epigenome editing of CGRP+ neurons had no effect on

degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception, as the percentage

of neurons exhibiting calcium transients (Figure 4A) and the maximum

calcium transients (Figure 4B) of Piezo1 edited neurons exposed to

degenerative IVD-conditioned media were similar to those of none-

dited neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media. In

addition, the S50s of Piezo1 edited neurons exposed to degenerative

IVD-conditioned media (1.21 ± 0.36) were not significantly different

from the S50s of nonedited neurons exposed to degenerative

IVD-conditioned media (1.10 ± 0.1; Figure 4C). Moreover, the Smax of

Piezo1 edited neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media

(45.6 ± 8.1%) were similar to the Smax of nonedited neurons exposed to

degenerative IVD-conditioned media (44.8 ± 3.8%; Figure 4D) and

remained significantly elevated over the Smax of neurons exposed to

control media (13.4 ± 1.9%).

Piezo2-edited neurons subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of

degenerative IVD- conditioned media exhibited significantly reduced

percentages (p < 0.05) of neurons demonstrating Ca2+ transients when

compared to nonedited neurons subjected to cyclic strain in the pres-

ence of degenerative IVD-conditioned media (Figure 5A); none the less,

the percentage of Piezo2 edited neurons exhibiting Ca2+ transients

remained significantly elevated over baseline (Figure 5A). In addition,

Piezo2-edited neurons subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of

degenerative IVD-conditioned media displayed significantly reduced

maximum calcium transients when compared to nonedited neurons

subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of degenerative IVD-

F IGURE 3 Epigenome editing of TRPA1 expression in CGRP+ DRG neurons reduced degenerative IVD-induced sensitization of nociceptive
neurons to mechanical stimuli. The percentage of CGRP+ neurons exhibiting calcium transients as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann
equation for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative-IVD-conditioned media, TRPA1 edited CGRP+ neuron control
media, and TRPA1 edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5 patients). (B) The maximum calcium transient (ΔF/F)
of CGRP+ neurons as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann curve for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative
IVD-conditioned media, TRPA1 edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and TRPA1 edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media
groups (n = 5 patients). The S50 (C) and Smax (D) were generated from the dose–response curve fitting for the control media, degenerative IVD-
conditioned media, TRPA1-edited control media, and TRPA1-edited degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups. (A–B) Different letters indicate
groups significantly (p < 0.05) different from one another. Error bars are SD. (C–D) *p < 0.05 when compared to the CGRP+ neuron control
media group, #p = 0.05 when compared to the TRPA1 edited CGRP+ neuron control media group. Error bars are SD.
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conditioned media (Figure 5B); yet, the maximum calcium transients of

Piezo2-edited neurons remained elevated over baseline levels.

Piezo2-edited neurons exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned

media displayed significantly elevated S50 values (2.22 ± 0.32)

when compared to nonedited neurons exposed to degenerative

IVD-conditioned media (0.99 ± 0.2; Figure 5C) and significantly

decreased when compared to baseline control S50 values (4.65 ± 0.7;

Figure 5C). Furthermore, the Smax of Piezo2-edited neurons exposed

to degenerative IVD-conditioned media (21.2 ± 8.6%) was signifi-

cantly reduced when compared to the Smax of nonedited neurons

exposed to degenerative IVD-conditioned media (42.1 ± 7.3%;

Figure 5D), however; the Smax of Piezo2-edited neurons remained ele-

vated over the Smax of nonedited neurons exposed to control media

(9.6 ± 2.1%; Figure 5D).

3.3 | Multiplex epigenome editing of ASIC3,
TRPA1, and Piezo2 in CGRP+ nociceptive neurons
abolished degenerative IVD-enhanced mechanical
nociception

DRG neurons transduced with the multiplex CRISPR epigenome edit-

ing vector (61 ± 5% transduction efficiency, n = 3 independent trans-

duction; Figure 6C) demonstrated significantly downregulated

expression of ASIC3 (70.5 ± 10.8%), TRPA1 (72.1 ± 11.4%), and

Piezo2 (67 ± 13%; Figure 6B) when compared to neurons transduced

with the nontargeting multiplex CRISRP epigenome editing vector.

Multiplex epigenome editing of ASIC3, TRPA1, and Piezo2 in

CGRP+ neurons abolished degenerative IVD-induced mechanical

nociception and returned the percentages of neurons exhibiting

F IGURE 4 Epigenome editing of Piezo1 expression in CGRP+ DRG neurons had no effect on degenerative IVD-induced mechanical
nociception. The percentage of CGRP+ neurons exhibiting calcium transients as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann equation for the
CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media, Piezo1 edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and Piezo1
edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5 patients). (B) The maximum calcium transient (ΔF/F) of CGRP+
neurons as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann curve for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-
conditioned media, Piezo1 edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and Piezo1 edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups
(n = 5 patients). The S50 (C) and Smax (D) generated from the dose–response curve fitting for the control media, degenerative IVD-conditioned
media, Piezo1 edited control media, and Piezo1 edited degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups. (A–B) Different letters indicate groups
significantly (p < 0.05) different from one another. Error bars are SD. (C–D) *p < 0.05 when compared to the CGRP+ neuron control media group,
#p = 0.05 when compared to the Piezo1 edited CGRP+ neuron control media group. Error bars are SD.
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calcium transients to baseline levels (p = 0.4089; Figure 6D). Similarly,

multiplex-edited neurons subjected to cyclic strain in the presence of

degenerative IVD-conditioned media exhibited maximum calcium

transients that were not significantly different from the baseline level

(p = 1; Figure 6E). Moreover, the S50 (Figure 6F) and the Smax

(Figure 6G) of multiplex-edited neurons subjected to cyclic strain in

the presence of degenerative IVD-conditioned media were returned

to baseline levels.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we modeled and investigated the interactions between

the degenerative IVD environment, nociceptive neurons, and cyclic

mechanical loading to elucidate the potential mechanisms of disco-

genic back pain. Utilizing this model, we tested the ability of CRISPR

epigenome editing of nociceptive neuron receptor profiles as a neuro-

modulation strategy for the treatment of discogenic back pain. Our

data demonstrated that specific factors/cytokines produced from the

degenerative IVD are capable of directly increasing nociceptive neu-

ron activity in response to mechanical stimuli, suggesting the degener-

ative IVD environment directly induces elevated mechanical

nociception.

In our in vitro model, rat DRG neurons were seeded directly upon

bovine AF tissue and subjected to cyclic tensile strain to identify

potential underlying mechanisms by which the degenerative IVD can

sensitize nociceptive neurons to mechanical stimuli. One limitation of

this model is the potential of reactions between the AF tissue and

F IGURE 5 Epigenome editing of Piezo2 expression in CGRP+ DRG neurons reduced degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception. The
percentage of CGRP+ neurons exhibiting calcium transients as a function of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann equation for the CGRP+ neuron
control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD conditioned media, Piezo2-edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and Piezo2-edited CGRP+
neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5 patients). (B) The maximum calcium transient (ΔF/F) of CGRP+ neurons as a function
of strain was fitted to a Boltzmann curve for the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media,
Piezo2-edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and Piezo2-edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups (n = 5 patients). The
S50 (C) and Smax (D) generated from the dose–response curve fitting for the control media, degenerative IVD-conditioned media, Piezo2-edited
control media, and Piezo2-edited degenerative IVD-conditioned media groups. (A–B) Different letters indicate groups significantly (p < 0.05)
different from one another. Error bars are SD. (C–D) *p < 0.05 when compared to the CGRP+ neuron control media group, #p = 0.05 when
compared the Piezo2 edited CGRP+ neuron control media group. Error bars are SD.
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DRG neurons to mimic degenerative IVD-conditioned media-induced

neuron sensitization to mechanical stimuli; however, the immuno-

privileged state of the healthy IVD minimizes these concerns. In addi-

tion, physiologically, nociceptive neurons innervating the IVD cell

bodies reside in the DRG, and are not exposed to cyclic strain. Addi-

tional or different mechanisms by which degenerative IVDs can alter

nociceptive neurons responses to mechanical stimuli may exist that

are not accounted for in out model. Despite these limitations, the

F IGURE 6 Legend on next page.
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current study provides valuable information on the potential mecha-

nisms of discogenic pain and demonstrates CRISPR epigenome editing

of nociceptive neurons as a potential treatment strategy for

discogenic pain.

Previously, utilizing this model, we demonstrated pathologically

elevated levels of IL-6 and sIL-6R in degenerative IVD-conditioned

media,59 and that treatment of degenerative IVD-conditioned media

with IL-6 blocking antibody abolished elevated nociceptive neuron

activity in response to mechanical stimuli, indicating its induction by

IL-6. In this study, we again demonstrated that degenerative IVD con-

ditioned media sensitized neuronal responses to mechanical stimuli,

indicating degenerative IVDs release factors capable of modulating

neuron responses. Based on our previous results identifying the IL-6

signaling pathways as a primary mediator of degenerative

IVD-induced neuron sensitization to mechanical stimuli, we tested the

ability of singleplex CRISPR epigenome editing of IL-6st expression in

nociceptive neurons to regulate elevated neuron responses induced

by degenerative IVDs. Our data demonstrated that epigenome editing

of IL-6st expression in rat nociceptive neurons abolished degenerative

IVD-induced elevated nociceptive neuron activity in response to

cyclic strain, while these neurons maintained their baseline (nonpatho-

logical) activity. Together, these results confirm the results of our pre-

vious work, implicating activation of IL-6 signaling pathways as the

primary initiating factor for degenerative IVD-induced neuron

mechanical sensitization in our model.

Next, we investigated the specific mechano-sensitive ion chan-

nels that mediate degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception.

While multiple ion channels have been implicated in pain, we focused

our study on mechanosensitive ion channels (i.e., Piezo1, Peizo2, and

TRPA1) and ASIC3, due to its implication in mechanical pain in models

where neurons are directly exposed to degenerative IVD tissue. Our

data demonstrated singleplex CRISPR epigenome editing of TRPA1,

ASIC3, or Piezo2 expression in nociceptive neurons reduced degener-

ative IVD-induced elevated nociceptive neuron activation in response

to mechanical stimuli; however, neural activity remained elevated over

baseline levels. Together, these results demonstrate that degenerative

IVD-induced sensitization of neurons to mechanical stimuli is induced

by IL-6 signaling, and mediated by the combined activation of TRPA1,

ASIC3, and Piezo2 ion channels in our model system; however, the

degenerative IVD-induced mechanical sensitization cannot be attrib-

uted to the activity of a single ion channel.

To determine the combined contributions of TRPA1, ASIC3, and

Piezo2 activity to degenerative IVD-induced nociceptor neuron sensi-

tization to mechanical stimuli, we developed a multiplex CRISPR epi-

genome editing vector that targets the TPRA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2

gene promoter regions, simultaneously, in nociceptive neurons and

tested the ability of this vector to modulate degenerative IVD-induced

neuron responses to cyclic strain. Our data demonstrate that multi-

plex epigenome editing of TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2 expression in

nociceptive neurons abolished degenerative IVD-induced elevated

neuron activity in response to mechanical stimuli, while these

multiplex-edited neurons maintained baseline neuron activity.

Together, these results implicate IL-6-induced activation of TRPA1,

ASIC3, and Piezo2 ion channels as a potential underlying mechanism

of degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception, demonstrate

singleplex CRISPR epigenome editing of IL-6st and multiplex CRISPR

epigenome editing of TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2 expression in noci-

ceptive neurons abolished degenerative IVD-induced sensitization of

neurons to mechanical stimuli, and establishes CRISPR multiplex epi-

genome editing of nociceptive neurons as a potential gene-based neu-

romodulation strategy for the treatment of discogenic back pain.

We demonstrated that singleplex CRISPR epigenome editing of

IL6-st expression in nociceptive neurons abolished degenerative IVD-

induced elevated nociceptive neuron activity in response to mechani-

cal stimuli. Previous studies have established the presence of patho-

logically elevated cytokine levels, such as TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6, in

painful IVDs14–16,39–41,64 and the role of IL-6 in radiculopathy and

peripheral neuropathy.42,65–67 Additionally, we have previously dem-

onstrated the ability of IL-6 and sIL-6R produced by degenerative

IVDs59 to directly augment nociceptive neuron activity in response to

mechanical stimulation.47 Our data indicate that epigenome editing of

IL-6st expression in nociceptive neurons abolished degenerative IVD-

induced elevated neuron activation in response to mechanical stimuli

while these neurons maintained baseline neuron activity. Notably,

nociceptive neurons innervating the degenerate IVD, do not express

membrane-bound IL-6 receptors. In these neurons, IL-6 exhibits

trans-signaling that is facilitated though a complex formed by three

components: IL-6, soluble IL-6 receptor (sIL-6R), and IL-6st.44,65

F IGURE 6 Multiplex epigenome editing of TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2 gene promoter in DRG neurons robustly downregulated gene
expression and abolished degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception. (A) Vector map depicting TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo sgRNAs cloned
into CRISRP multiplex epigenome editing vector co-expressing dCASP-KRAB-T2A-eGFP. (B) Multiplex epigenome editing of TRPA1, ASIC3, and
Piezo2 in DRG neurons, *denotes p < 0.05 compared to nontarget epigenome edited DRG neurons, n = 3 independent transductions. Error bars
are SD. (C) DRG neurons expressing CRISPR multiplex epigenome editing vectors (E) The percentage of neurons exhibiting strain-induced calcium
transients for neurons in the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media, multiplex-edited CGRP+
neuron control media, and multiplex-edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media treatment groups (n = 5 patients). (E) The

maximum strain-induced calcium transient (ΔF/F) of neurons in the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned
media, multiplex-edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and multiplex edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media treatment
groups (n = 5 patients). The S50 (F) and Smax (G) for neurons in the CGRP+ neuron control media, CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned
media, multiplex edited CGRP+ neuron control media, and multiplex edited CGRP+ neuron degenerative IVD-conditioned media treatment
groups (n = 5 patients). (D–E). Different letters indicate groups significantly (p < 0.05) different from one another. Error bars are SD. (F–G)
*p < 0.05 when compared to the CGRP+ neuron control media group, #p = 0.05 when compared to the Multiplex edited CGRP+ neuron control
media group. Error bars are SD.
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Combined with our findings that demonstrate IL-6 and sIL-6r released

from the degenerative IVD directly sensitize nociceptive neurons,

these results indicate that targeting the IL-6/sIL-6R/IL-6st signaling

complex, in nociceptive neurons innervating the disc, could be a

potential therapeutic development strategy for discogenic back.

Recent clinical trials for the treatment of discogenic pain have focused

on intradiscal injection of monoclonal antibodies targeting IL-668 to

disrupt degenerative IVD-induced activation of the IL-6 signaling

pathway. While these treatments have been demonstrated to provide

short-term pain reduction,68 they have been ineffective at providing

long-term pain relief.68 In this study, we demonstrated that epigenome

editing of IL-6st in nociceptive neurons, a component of the IL-6st signal-

ing complex not targeted in these clinical trials, abolished degenerative

IVD-induced neuron sensitization. Together, these results demonstrate

the ability of epigenome editing of IL-6st expression in nociceptive neu-

rons to abolish degenerative IVD-induced mechanical sensitization of

nociceptive neurons, establish IL-6st as a potential target of epigenome

editing-based treatment strategies for discogenic pain, and suggests

intradiscal delivery of gene-based neuromodulation therapeutics target-

ing IL-6st as a potential treatment strategy for discogenic pain specifi-

cally, and more broadly, other inflammatory chronic pain conditions.

Our data demonstrated that singleplex epigenome editing of Acid

Sensing Ion Channel 3 (ASIC3) expression in nociceptive neurons

reduced degenerative IVD-induced sensitization of nociceptive neu-

rons to mechanical stimuli; however, neuron activity remained ele-

vated over baseline levels. ASIC3 is a proton-gated ion channel widely

expressed in neurons of the peripheral nervous system, such as the

nociceptive neurons that innervate the IVD.69–72 ASIC3 has been

implicated in inflammatory acidosis-induced nociception,73–75 is upre-

gulated in DRG neurons exposed to NP tissue, and has been demon-

strated to regulate mechanical allodynia in NP placement models of

radiculopathy.76–78 While some studies have suggested a direct role

for ASIC379,80 in mechanosensation, the exact mechanisms by which

ASIC3 channels contribute to mechanical nociception, remain

unknown. Together, these results implicate ASIC3 as a potential medi-

ator of degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception and estab-

lish ASIC3 as a potential target for epigenome editing-based

therapeutic development.

We demonstrated singleplex epigenome editing of TRPA1

expression in nociceptive neurons partially ameliorated degenerative

IVD-induced elevated nociceptive neuron activity in response to

cyclic strain. TRPA1 is a polymodal ion channel, dominantly expressed

in nociceptive neurons,81,82 that can be activated by painful or poten-

tially painful stimuli, such as inflammatory mediators83–87 and has

been implicated in mechanosensation, inflammation, and numerous

chronic pain conditions.87–89 In addition, TRPA1 signaling activates

intracellular signaling pathways that produce upregulated TRPA1 and

CGRP expression,90 increased neuron activity,91 and increased CGRP

release. Together, these results implicate TRPA1 activation as a possi-

ble mediator of degenerative IVD-induction of mechanical nocicep-

tion, and establishes TRPA1 as a potential therapeutic target for the

treatment of discogenic pain.

Our data demonstrated that singleplex epigenome editing of

Piezo2 expression in nociceptive neurons significantly reduced degen-

erative IVD-induced mechanical sensitization of nociceptive neurons.

DRG neurons express the mechanical gate ion channel Piezo2,92–96 a

mediator of several mechano-sensitive functions of neurons including

discriminative touch, vibration detection, and proprioception, but not

normal mechanical nociception.92,93,97–103 However, Piezo2 has been

implicated in the mediation of mechanical hyperalgesia and mechani-

cal allodynia in multiple chronic pain conditions35,103–107 with Piezo2

knockout mice exhibiting partially reduced sensitivity to mechanical

pain.103,107 Consistent with these findings, our data demonstrated

epigenome editing of Piezo2 expression in nociceptive neurons

reduced degenerative IVD-induced mechanical sensitization of noci-

ceptive neurons while having no effect on baseline neuron responses

to mechanical stimuli. These results implicate Piezo2 as a potential

mediator of degenerative IVD-induced mechanical nociception.

In addition to Piezo2, DRG neurons express the mechanically

gated ion channel Piezo1. Piezo1 has been implicated as a potential

mediator of mechanical nociception95,96; however, our data show

Piezo1 is not involved in the degenerative IVD-induced sensitization

of nociceptive neurons to cyclic strain observed in this study. Several

potential explanations exist for these findings. In prior work, Piezo1

has been activated by different modalities of mechanical stimuli from

the narrow range of cyclic strain frequencies (1 Hz), cyclic strain levels

(0%–6%), and strain modalities (tensile strain) tested in our in vitro

model. In addition, the majority of Piezo1-expressing nociceptive

neurons (�60%)95 co-express Piezo2, suggesting potential redundant

roles for Piezo1 and Piezo2 in the degenerative IVD-induced sensiti-

zation of nociceptive neurons to mechanical stimuli. Furthermore,

most neurons that express Piezo1 but not Piezo2 are nonpeptidergic

nociceptive neurons. These neurons comprise a very small percentage

(�3%) of neurons innervating the IVD; therefore, we limited our anal-

ysis to peptidergic (CGRP) nociceptors, as they are the most abundant

neurons in IVD. Piezo1 may mediate degenerative IVD-induced

mechanical nociception in nonpeptidergic neurons not examined in

this work.

CRISPR epigenome editing systems have tremendous therapeutic

potential due to their ability to modulate specific cell functions in a

pathological environment. Here, we demonstrated the ability of multi-

plex CRISPR epigenome editing-based neuromodulation therapeutics

to modulate nociceptive neuron ion channel expression profiles and

regulate the response of those neurons to the degenerative IVD envi-

ronment (Table 1). Our data demonstrate nociceptive neurons with

multiplex epigenome modifications of the TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2

promotor regions maintained normal sensitivity to mechanical stimuli

under pathological conditions that induced elevated nociceptive neu-

ron response to mechanical stimuli. These results demonstrate that

CRISPR multiplex epigenome editing of ion channels in nociceptive

neurons regulates degenerative IVD-modulated mechanical sensitiza-

tion of nociceptive neurons and establishes epigenome modification

of sensory neurons as a potential therapeutic strategy for the treat-

ment of back pain.
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In this study, we demonstrated that IL-6 present in the degenera-

tive IVD-induced elevated nociceptive neurons responses to cyclic

strain, at physiologically relevant strain levels,60,108 via TRPA1, ASIC3,

and Piezo2 ion channel activity. These results elucidate potential under-

lying mechanisms for discogenic pain generation by degenerative IVD

modulation of nociceptive neuron activity. In addition, we demon-

strated that multiplex epigenome editing of the gene promoter region

of TRPA1, ASIC3, and Piezo2 in nociceptive neurons abolished degen-

erative IVD-induced mechanical sensitization of nociceptive neurons.

These results elucidate an underlying mechanism of discogenic pain,

identify therapeutic targets for the treatment of back pain, and establish

multiplex epigenome editing of nociceptive neurons as a potential neu-

romodulation strategy for the treatment of discogenic back pain.
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